Travels with Jorvik
shared by Hope Stanley Quinn

My name is Jorvik and I’m a “travelin’ dog”.

I won’t be three
human years until next May, but I already have over 30,000 miles
under my collar. My travels began when I was a twelve week old
puppy.
My name, Jorvik (the “J” is pronounced like a “Y”), is the Viking word for York because I come from a horse farm in upstate
New York. My first car ride was with my two human servants,
Mommy and Christine. They arrived to pick me up in a tiny rental car, with a tiny crate, and I
had just had anything BUT a tiny breakfast. I threw up three times in the first hour of travel. After that, it was OK and we began our long ride back to the state of Washington. They quickly
learned and gave me breakfast two hours before we left the motel, gave me little bits of dry kibble
during the day, and fed me again when we stopped in the late afternoon.
With my siblings at the farm, I could run around the grounds freely. It was very strange to be
carried most places now. They wouldn’t let me touch the dirt at all! Whenever I needed to do
“my business”, they laid down a plastic sheet, built a fenced play-pen, and put down paper pads
for me. I always drew a crowd – people really LIKE puppies. My humans explained that it was
because I hadn’t had all my shots and I needed to be protected. In the motels, I spent a lot of time
in the bathrooms and my crate beside the bed. I discovered that rolls of toilet paper are great fun
and I could always get my humans to act crazy whenever I started to play with them.
The crate had started out too small and by the time
we got Home, I had outgrown it completely. They let
me keep the door open and stretch my paws outside
while we drove. It was only at night they insisted on
locking me in. But I got “even” by waking them up a
couple of times during the night to go outside to do
“my business”. That trip took FOREVER and when
we finally got to Washington, Daddy took over my
care and Mommy and Christine slept for a long time.
My pack had much larger crates at Home, but they
were too big for the small station wagon we always
use. Nothing else could fit into the car except me, not
even the third human. It wasn’t long before I needed to learn to jump into the side door and to
keep my balance lying on a rug behind the front seats. No crate, just a lot of room and perfect
views out the side and back windows. An extra leash, bowl, water bottle, plastic bags, and towel

are always on the floor. This is how I travel for short shopping jaunts as well as long trips to California and Utah to visit Grandmas. (Two old ladies, same name, smell differently.)
I was seven months old when Mommy and Daddy bought a small motorhome. Twenty four feet
of RV has to be the minimum for a guy my size. No room for a crate, I move around between three
places: under the table, on the rug between the front seats, and under the dashboard on the passenger side. (The last is my favorite, but only available when Mommy is sitting there – her feet are
smaller.) At night, the entire rig gets much larger after they “slide out”. Then, I have the ability to
stretch out completely. It’s comfortable enough,
but I can’t see very well when we’re moving. The
windows are too high. Luckily, we stop often.
We stop for fuel, we stop at rest areas, and we
stop for cappuccinos. I always get to go for a walk
when we stop. If the weather is good, I get to sit
outside the coffee shop with Mommy while Daddy
buys the drinks. I have to be patient, but I always
get to lick the foam when they’re done.
Sometimes we stop at night where there is a lot
of concrete and the rigs are real close to one another. Only little dogs (I think of them as “hors
d’oeuvres”) live in these places. My size always
draws attention. But my humans prefer to camp in places where there are lots of trees, grass, fire
pits and wonderful natural smells. These places are so much fun to visit and I often get to go offleash if it’s lonely enough.
I’ve had some challenges while traveling in the RV. I was trained to do “my business” on fir
needles, mulch, or grass (as a last resort). I’ve discovered that there are places where this is distinctly lacking, like the desert of Arizona or west Texas. I learned, the hard way, that the stuff that
looks like snow in White Sands, New Mexico, really isn’t. I refuse to walk after dark near the
bayou in Louisiana. Weird things move there. And the fear of coyotes howling in Death Valley
can turn a 100 pound guard dog into a mass of quivering jelly.
I try to concentrate on the good things. Mommy
always gives me bacon with my meals when we are
in the RV; it’s something special I never get at home.
People from all over the world stop and ask if they
can take my picture. I get brushed every day and the
vacuum cleaner does NOT travel with us!
We leave next month for a trip down the coast to
southern California. Plans are already firm for another trip to Idaho and Montana and then on to
Alaska this summer. It looks like a good year ahead
for a travelin’ dog!

More to come when we hit the road -

